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The surface of polycrystalline aluminum nitride (AlN) thin films is exposed to different gas discharge

plasmas (N2, O2, and CF4) followed by a water-based colloidal seeding of ultra-dispersed

nanodiamond particles. Fluorination of the AlN surface enhances the seeding density, whereas the

oxidized surface does not yield any nucleation sites. In the former case, the seeding density improves

by almost three orders of magnitude as compared to the untreated and N2 pretreated samples, and

allows to grow pinhole-free nanocrystalline diamond film on AlN. Finally, we demonstrate a route

towards selective diamond growth on AlN thin films by employing CF4 plasma pretreatment together

with photolithography. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4807591]

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond is a versa-

tile material with extreme mechanical, thermal, electronic,

and optical properties. Because of its very good chemical

stability and bio-inertness, it is currently being studied for a

range of applications that make use of its surface and bulk

properties, including novel generation of neuroprosthetics1,2

and (bio-sensing) diamond-based acoustic devices.3 As dia-

mond is not a piezoelectric material, its heterostructure with

a good piezoelectric material, e.g., aluminum nitride (AlN),

is a prerequisite to fulfill the promising role that diamond

is envisaged to play within acoustic devices.4 However,

AlN degrades in water.5 Therefore, a pinhole-free layer,

e.g., CVD diamond, on AlN is essential for devices that are

operated in a water-based environment, at the same time

opening up extra functionalities that come with the use of

the versatile diamond surface.6,7

The synthesis of nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) thin

films (�100 nm) by the microwave plasma enhanced CVD

(MW PE CVD) technique has proved an enormous step for-

ward for this material.8,9 NCD growth on foreign substrates

requires artificial formation of diamond nucleation sites on

the substrate’s surface. The state-of-the-art seeding procedure

by water-based colloid of ultra-dispersed nanodiamond (ND)

powder allows the deposition of closed films of less than

100 nm on 2D as well as 3D structures, minimizing growth

times while retaining an acceptable surface roughness.10

In the colloidal seeding procedure, the surface of a sub-

strate and ND particles’ zeta-potential are the most important

factors that determine the nucleation density. Hees et al.
showed that it is possible to vary the NDs zeta-potential by

hydrogenation and in this way to control the seeding density

on AlN.11 In this Letter, we demonstrate that a plasma-

induced modification of the AlN surface drastically influen-

ces the seeding density of ND particles. An explanation for

this observation is given. Finally, we achieve selective seed-

ing and NCD growth on AlN thin films using the surface

plasma pretreatment in combination with photolithography.

Four sample series were prepared starting with a 540 nm

thick AlN layer deposited by DC-pulsed reactive sputtering

on silicon substrates.12 After the deposition, samples were

exposed in situ to different plasmas: nitrogen (N2), oxygen

(O2), and tetrafluoromethane (CF4). One sample series was

left untreated as a reference. To achieve the gas discharge

plasma, the samples were biased negatively under the condi-

tions given in Table I. After the pretreatment, wetting prop-

erties, morphology, and chemical composition of the surface

were investigated and NDs were seeded on separate samples

prepared simultaneously under identical conditions. Surface

wetting properties were evaluated by the sessile drop tech-

nique using deionized (DI) water.7 Surface morphology was

assessed with a Veeco NanoScope III MultiMode atomic

force microscope (AFM). The surface chemical composition

was determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

using a Physical Electronics (PHI) 5600LS electron spec-

trometer equipped with a small spot X-ray source providing

monochromatized AlKa photons (1486.6 eV). The seeding

was performed by sample immersion into an aqueous ND

colloid for few seconds followed by DI water rinsing and

drying using a spin-coater. The colloid was prepared from

the detonation ND powder provided by the NanoCarbon

Institute Co., Ltd. The size of the NDs is 6 to 7 nm and the

zeta-potential is (49 6 5) mV as measured by dynamic light

scattering. The pH 4.8 was determined for the colloid by

standard calibrated pH meter. The contact angle measure-

ment, the transfer into the XPS system, and ND seeding

were done within 5 min after the AlN film deposition.

A calculation of a seeding density N was attempted by

analyzing the AFM images (Fig. 1). However, in case of

TABLE I. Plasma pretreatment parameters.

Flow Pressure Voltage Current Exposure

Gas (sccm) (mTorr) (V) (A) time (min)

N2 50 10 430 0.69 3

O2 30 5 424 0.70 3

CF4 42 17 400 0.74 2
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very low N, it is difficult to spot ND seeds or distinguish

them from surface irregularities. Only in case of CF4 plasma

pretreated sample, where abundance of agglomerated ND

seeds is observed, N � 1.1� 1011 cm�2 is estimated. In order

to confirm the AFM observation, the seeded samples were

exposed to CH4:H2 (1:50) plasma in an ASTeX 6500 series

MW PE CVD reactor.7 The substrate temperature was kept

at 700 �C using 3500 W of MW power and a total gas pres-

sure of 30 Torr. The diamond growth was initiated for

10 min to enlarge the ND seeds, so that they could be visual-

ized by means of a FEI Quanta 200 scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM) equipped with field emission gun thus allowing

to determine N as well (Fig. 1). The advantage of SEM

images against AFM is the contrast between the materials.

The ND seeding on untreated and N2 pretreated AlN surfaces

is not very efficient as the nucleation densities achieved are

2� 108 cm�2 and 5� 108 cm�2, respectively (Figs. 1(a) and

1(b)). The surface pretreatment by O2 plasma does not yield

any nucleation sites (Fig. 1(c)), whereas, after CF4 plasma

exposure, the surface coverage by ND particles reaches 1�
1011 cm�2 (Fig. 1(d)), which closely matches the estimate

form the AFM image. This observation on the achieved seed-

ing densities after the different pretreatments can neither be

linked to the wetting properties nor to the roughness of the

surface Rq. All the samples showed hydrophilic properties

(contact angles h < 4�) and small Rq variation among the

samples (2.8 to 3.8 nm). Rabinovich et al. developed a model

that quantitatively predicts the adhesion force F between a

particle and the rough surface13

F ¼ AHr

6h0

1

1þ r=ð1:48RqÞ
þ 1

ð1þ 1:48Rq=h0Þ2

" #
; (1)

where AH is the Hamaker constant, r is the radius of adhering

particle, and h0 is the distance of closest approach between a

surface and adhering particle (�0.3 nm). The adhesion force

between a ND particle and AlN surface would differ 12% for

the observed variation in surface roughness. Another aspect

FIG. 1. Surface as seen by AFM (height

images) and SEM of (a) untreated AlN

sample and pretreated with plasmas: N2

(b), O2 (c), and CF4 (d). Some ND seeds

are visible in SEM (a) and (b) images,

none in (c) and abundance of NDs in (d).

The contact angle h and surface rough-

ness Rq were measured after the plasma

pretreatment. The seeding density N was

calculated from SEM images.

FIG. 2. XPS spectra of untreated and CF4 plasma pretreated AlN. The

curves are shifted for clarity.

FIG. 3. XPS spectra of Al2p3=2 of untreated AlN (a) and pretreated with

plasmas: N2 (b), O2 (c), and CF4 (d).
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is that a surface contamination by polymeric fluorocarbon af-

ter CF4 plasma pretreatment could be expected. In this case,

the surface would become hydrophobic14 yielding a low

seeding density and consequently a porous NCD film.15

However, neither the contact angle measurements nor the

XPS survey supports such kind of contamination on the sur-

face. In the latter experiments, one does not observe an

increase in the C1s photoelectron peak intensity after CF4

plasma pretreatment (Fig. 2). Thus, in all cases, the carbon

on the surface is related to the hydrocarbon adsorbed from

the ambient air during the transfer from the deposition reac-

tor to the XPS system.

According to the XPS study, exposure of AlN to N2

plasma did not alter the chemical composition of the sur-

face (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)). This can be inferred from an

Al2p3=2 core level binding energy of 73.1 eV, which

matches the value reported for wurtzite AlN.16,17 Thus, for

N2 plasma pretreated AlN, the density of ND can be

expected to be similar as for the untreated sample, which

indeed is confirmed by inspection of SEM images (Figs.

1(a) and 1(b)). After exposure to O2 plasma, the Al2p3=2

photoelectron peak shifts towards a higher binding energy,

74.5 eV (Fig. 3(c)). This indicates the presence of Al–O

bonds resulting probably in the formation of Al2O3. Finally,

after CF4 plasma pretreatment, the surface of AlN converts

into AlF3 as derived from the Al2p3=2 peak position of

76.6 eV (Fig. 3(d)), which agrees well with previous

reports18 and reflects the highest oxidation state observed

for our plasma pretreated samples. The attenuation of the

N1s photoelectrons (Fig. 2) induced by an AlF3 surface

layer is quantified resulting in a layer thickness of 3.5 nm

thereby assuming an electron mean free path value of

2.2 nm.19 A similar analysis for the O2 plasma pretreated

sample yields a thickness of 4.2 nm for the Al2O3 surface

layer. Both values agree well with an estimate of the maxi-

mum ion penetration depth simulated using SRIM-2013

code20 and ion energies as given in Table I.

To explain the link between the seeding density and the

functional groups on the surface, the zeta-potential of the

ND colloid appears to be crucial. The used ND colloid is

water-based, possesses positive zeta-potential and has

slightly acidic pH. This situation implies that acidic groups

(e.g., R–COOH, R–OH, etc.) are present on the surface of

ND particles.21 When AlN, i.e., untreated and N2 pretreated

samples, is submerged into the water-based colloidal solu-

tion, the surface rapidly hydrolyzes by forming AlOOH and/

or Al(OH)3 in an exothermic reaction.5,22 The hydroxyl

groups form a positively charged surface at pH 4.8 and the

repulsion of ND seeds comes into play.11 This explains the

low seeding density on these samples. In case of films termi-

nated by Al2O3, i.e., after AlN exposure to an O2 plasma, the

following compounds form at the surface in aqueous

environment: Al3OH, Al2OH, and AlOH2.23 This leads to

the assumption that the surface has also a positive charge at

pH 4.8 thus strongly repelling ND seeds as none of them is

detected on the surface after the seeding procedure. In the

final case, the AlF3 hydrolyzes and adsorbs water during the

seeding and possibly AlF3 coexists with AlF3–x(OH)x on the

surface.24 Fluorine atoms having the highest electronegativ-

ity attract valence electrons from aluminum. The ionic bond

Al–F is so strong that electrons are practically attached to

F.25,26 Here, the presumption of the F presence at the surface

has to be made.18,24 In that case, electrons are attracted from

the bulk to the surface at F sites. The consequent negative

charge at F attracts the ND seeds and a very strong hydrogen

bond forms between F and R–COOH.27 This ensures a good

adhesion of NDs on the surface and explains the high nuclea-

tion density of ND particles after CF4 plasma pretreatment,

which is almost three orders of magnitude higher than on

plasma untreated AlN surface.

Finally, to demonstrate the application of two different

surface properties, the plasma pretreatment and photolithog-

raphy were employed to achieve the selective seeding and

subsequent selective diamond growth on AlN. Prior to the

plasma pretreatment, the surface of AlN was covered by a

NR7-3000P photoresist (Futurrex, Inc.). The photoresist was

patterned to provide an opening for CF4 plasma exposure

(1 min). Afterwards, the photoresist was removed in an ace-

tone ultrasonic bath, the sample was seeded, and NCD was

grown selectively (Fig. 4). The NCD growth was performed

at 35 Torr pressure for 28 min. The thickness of the film was

monitored in situ by measuring a reflection of a laser beam

(473 nm) that created interference fringes. The NCD growth

was stopped at 150 nm film thickness.

In conclusion, surface charge and chemical groups are

important for ND seeding. The seeding and in turn NCD

growth directly on AlN has proven to be very difficult due to

its surface properties, hampering seeding, and subsequent

growth. The pretreatment of the AlN surface with CF4

plasma significantly enhanced the density of ND particles

due to formation of AlF3. This led to a sufficiently high

nucleation density, 1� 1011 cm�2, and allowed to form a

pinhole-free NCD layer on top of piezoelectric material.

Additionally, a simple route towards selective diamond

growth was shown. On AlN surface areas, which were pro-

tected by a photoresist during the CF4 plasma pretreatment,

the ND seeds were repelled, whereas the exposed areas con-

verted into AlF3 and exhibited high adhesion of the ND

seeds. Thus, the distinct surfaces properties of AlN and AlF3

played the key role in the successive selective seeding and

growth of NCD film.
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